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***************************************************************

Inside her studio apartment in the highrises of Eve City, Gemma Reese was practicing her last composition, a piece she had written for one of her sponsors, to be played at the memorial day remembrance of the passage of the comet, and the appearance of the superpowered across the globe, but mostly here. She had been inspired for the piece. After all, it too had changed her life. The piano was her day job, but it was her other duty - her crime-fighting career - which truly occupied her mind. She keyed in a few more notes, making subtle changes to the part as she played it, then wrote down those modifications on the sheet.

She got up, drank up the remaining water in her glass and headed for the bathroom. She entered it and went to sit down, but stopped and stared at her reflection. Whenever she didn't have to go out, she didn't wear the wig. Nowadays, green hair was not a dead giveaway, seeing as how hair styles came and went with the seasons, but it was still a necessary precaution. She adored performing in public, playing her piano to welcoming crowds, but since the changes, it was no longer possible to do it at the same level. She had declined the invitation to Desiree Diamond's charity event, and given how it had transpired, she had made the right choice. Unfortunately, she had not heard of the incident until after its ill-fated conclusion, and therefore had not been able to help.

A heroine in Eve City - or anywhere on the planet for that matter - was easy prey for bad guys. She knew it. She actually knew it from even before she gained her powers. As a cheerleader, she had fought the advances of the team captain for a time. She had eventually acquiesced to giving him a blowjob, and hoped it would remain there. It had not. She remembered the high school party. Despite the alcohol and drugs, she remembered it vividly. The dancing, the caressing, the forced strip alongside her fellow cheerleaders, the makeout sex, all of that pussy in her face, and then dicks inside her, one after the other. The entire team possibly. Some of the other girls had cried rape. She had not. She knew better than to stir the pot, at least, she thought she did. She was left alone after that, and she moved away to study music, her only true passion at the time. Three years into her art, and the comet appeared in the sky. It changed everything.

She went about her business in the bathroom and retreated to her living room. It was a good studio, courtesy of her friend Desiree Diamond, fellow artist and crime-fighter. They had often worked together, on their art and in the street. They had fought alongside one another and suffered as much. Their relationship was complicated. Every now and then, if a mission went good, they would hang out at either person's place, drink some wine, relax in bath, sometimes make love. If things went badly, they would sometimes huddle together in bed afterwards, just holding on to each other. It was not love. It was a form of need which they shared. She had, of course, worked with other heroines but KnightHawk was her favorite. Knowing how she had been humiliated at her own charity broke her heart, but they had not spoken since. KnightHawk was on a mission, so Gemma steered clear of her.

Besides, she had her own issues to contend with.

Inside the jewelry store, the various customers and clerks, held at bay by the crackling energy rod of the villain robbing the place, were stripping off all of their clothing. Pants, tops, bras, underwear, jewelry, all of it went on the floor. The man staring them down wore a large green overcoat and a top hat of the same color. In his right hand, he held a green rod crackling with bright green energy. Under his coat, he wore nothing but a spandex form-fitting speedo, green gloves and green boots. Once everyone was naked, he pushed them all against the wall, facing away from him. The crackling energy snapped, sending several arcs that seared their buttcheeks with a stylized 'G' letter. They yelped.

He pointed the rod to the jewelry on the floor and in the various stalls. It shimmered, and started to vanish into thin air. He giggled like a child playing with his favorite toy.

"I would love to play more, friends, but you're all out of toys."

He moved closer to one of the female customers, rubbing the other end of the rod against her buttocks. She squirmed.

"We could have so much fun, you, me and my rod, but alas, I must dash."

He quickly ran out the door and into the street. Waving the rod around, the energy sparked and seemed to pull him up in the air. The bystanders stared at his daring escape. He climbed over the top of the building and disapeared out of sight. Inside the store, the clerks and customers hurriedly retrieved their clothing, the brand on their buttocks still sore.

"He calls himself the GemStealer. Brands his targets with the signature 'G'. I think he's right up your alley."

Every once in a while, Gemma consulted with the police, as many of her friends did. Her regular contact was an old beat cop, sixty but still spry for his age, sargeant Louis Swanson. He was one of the rare few officers the girls could really trust. 

"So it's the same guy," Gem replied.
"Sounds like it."

They were standing in the alley right beside the precinct where Swanson worked. Whenever he had a hot tip or new information, he would call a pager number, and they would meet roughly an hour later. She had come in flying, draped in her green glistening force field. It seemed to be made of multiple floating glowing particles. As she landed, it turned off to reveal the figure inside. Short green hair down to her neck, green boots and gloves, and a body suit to match. In this persona, she was Gem, defender of Eve City. She weaved the energy of her force field for both offense and defense. She was powerful indeed.

"Second offense, then. No sex? Just stripping."
"Yes... although one of the girls said he made a pass at her."
"And the jewelry simply disappeared off the shelves."
"That's what they claim."

Gem was satisfied that no more information could be gleaned from the police. She thanked Swanson with a big smile and flew off, reigniting her force field as she did. Swanson admired her figure, voluptuous hips, exquisite ass. Had he been younger, he would have been tempted to take advantage of that, but his years of crazy times were over. He maybe had the energy for one more big romp. He was saving it for a special occasion.

Gem wondered where to start her investigation. Something was stealing jewelry, so they must have been planning to fence it. She knew a few places where that kind of shady dealing occured, so it was probably a good idea to start there She flew across town, propelled by the energy field around her, until she neared her destination. It was in a seedier part of town, not a place she ventured into without cause. There was a pawn shop here. The owner, Gustry, was well known for fencing any kind of jewerly that could be found on the market. Some of her colleagues had run-ins with his snatch-and-grab crew. She knew he was not a violent man, although he hired violent people to protect his interests. Still, with her force field, there was little anyone could do to her.

She landed in the street. There were three gang members - she did not recognize their colors - standing just beside an old car. They spotted her even before she landed, and started walking towards her landing spot. They were African-American, except for one who was also part-Asian.

"Hey babes..."

She turned to them.

"I have no quarrel with you. Be on your way."
"Babes, I got a bone for you... right here!"

He pointed at his crotch. One of them took out a sidearm, pointed it at her face through the force field.

"Why don'cha take that glowy thing down so we can get to know each other?"
"Why don't you back off?"

The force field shimmered. Three shards of energy turned into spikes, aimed at the gangsters. They quickly backed away.

"Chill out, babes... all cool... all cool."

They returned to their vehicle. She turned towards the pawn shop and made her way inside. There was rap music playing, appropriate to the venue, she thought. At the back of the store, Gustry, a black thug wearing a bandana and grill, watched her enter.

"Aw snap... not another bitch in the house... Damn!"

There were customers in the store, other gang members. They kept their distance while keeping an eye on the prize. Without her force field, things might have been very different. Right now, though, she was in control. The owner of the store saw her come in. She walked up to the counter.

"You're Gustry, right?"
"And you're a pretty piece of white flesh in my store, sugar. Want some bone?"
"Not here for that..."
"Too bad. Got the best bone right behind the counter..."

She never liked that part of the game, exchanging 'pleasantries' with the locals.

"Let me bottom line it for you. He calls himself GemStealer. He has a green fetish..."
"Kinda like you."
"I guess. He steals gems and jewelries, and he's gonna want to resell them. You're the person who does that here. So there's a lot of expensive equipment in your store. Would cost a pretty penny if it got somehow damaged in a fight. What do you have to say?"

Gustry was impressed by her bravado.

"Damn girl... that's some fine talking. About as fine as your wicked ass-tits."
"Just answer the question. Where's the GemStealer?"
"Damned if I know."
"Don't mess with me..."

Shards of energy started forming inside the structure of the force field. Gustry raised his hands defensively.

"Sweat it, girl... he ain't come here."
"Did you hear anything?"
"Heard about the guy... like operates alone, fly in, fly out, all wachamagig with the wand, like zap... doesn't sell the stuff. Hey! If he came here, I'd take the dump off his hand and turn a profit."

His story made sense. But if the GemStealer was not stealing them for profit, what was his reason?

"You better be telling the truth, Gustry."
"Hey, sweet-tits. I could never lie to your ass..."

She turned around and stormed out of the store. One of the gang members moved towards his boss.

"Want us to snag her ass?"
"Nope. Not here, anyways. Don't want to be associated with a downfall heroine like that, what with the killer black bikini babe still on the loose."
"Yeah. I guess we best play it down for now."
"We'll get our chance. Always do..."

Once outside, Gem flew off into the air, away from the area. If Gustry was not selling his stolen merchandise, then there had to be another reason why the Gemstealer was taking it? Why the branding, too? Gem simply had no idea.

As she floated away, she failed to notice a figure watching her from a rooftop, draped in a long green coat.

"Gem... Gem... I love Gems..."

End part 1

***************************************************************

ALL OF MY GEMS, part 2

It was a late night in Eve City at the roller park, past eleven. Thirty of so people were having fun rolling around the rink, enjoying the decor, ambiance, the soft music, the snack bar and just relaxing into it. There were mostly young adults at this time, one elder couple, and a few high school kids staying up later than they should. It was all for fun.

The main door opened, and in walked a man clad in a Green longcoat, holding a green rod in his hand. He lifted it up; it crackled with the energy. The door swung closed behind him and locked. Every other door in the building did the same, snapping tight and locking. Because of the layout, the windows were high in the building, out of reach, in the day bringing the sun to the rollers. A few people noticed the strange occurence, but said nothing.

As the rod crackled more, the GemStealer stepped up, as if floating on air, pulled up by the energy. At the sight, a few individuals froze. Others panicked and headed for the doors, only to find them locked and unbreakable. The villain giggled.

"Friends, please friends, I'm just here for the same reason as you. I'm just here for a good time!"

Most people froze up even more. One man tried to pull as hard as he could on the door handles and got zapped by some unseen energy, falling backwards.

"Please, people, it's impolite to leave until the guest of honor arrives."
"What do you want?" asked someone.
"Why, for all us to have a merry time, more fun than you can shake a stick at, pun intended."

He shook his rod as he spoke.

"But enough about that."

The rod crackled again, zapping the feet of everyone in the room. Those on roller skates fell down, nothing but bumps and bruises. The threat was real, if not lethal. The shocks hurt. People cringed.

"Now, let's get this party started..."

The rod crackled again, and the lighting shifted to an ambient eerie green. He tossed off his green coat, revealing his form-fitting speedo.

"Well... what are you waiting for?"

They didn't know what to do, so they waited. He sighed, realizing how thick these people were.

"Get undressed, people... We're going to have fun."

Panic set in. About four people complied immediately, but the others either hesitated or flat out refused. More sparks flew in their direction, hurtful, unbearable.

"Take off everything. Clothes, jewelry, turn off your cellphones please. We don't want you to ring during the performance."

His gaze went from playful to dreadful.

"Last one naked gets a wicked zap..."

The threat was enough. Men, women, young and old, they all complied, tossing the clothes to the floor, baring their skin. He giggled as they followed his instructions. He seemed quite mad, and nobody wanted to die. Before long, there were thiry or so individuals in the middle of the roller rink, all naked. He waved his metallic rod, more crackling, and all the jewelry they had dropped (rings, earrings, necklaces, watches) simply vanished into green wisps. He giggled again.

"Isn't this fun? And now, for the performance... I know many of you came as couples. Some came as groups. That's more fun. Some came alone. You'll manage. Find a partner. Everyone."

For about half of the people here, that task proved easy. Couples had come together, so they naturally chose each other. The rest were not as easy to arrange. The group of teenagers including four boys and one girl, so she matched herself with one of the boys. The others looked at each other eerily. A thirty something woman was also alone, so she shifted towards them, pointing at the the boy that seemed the oldest. He clumsily walked towards her. Two girls who had come together, long-time friends, matched up with each other. At the end, only one teenage boy remained alone.

"Well, we almost have boy-girl, boy-girl... there's two girls there, so boy, go with them."

He walked in their direction, only somewhat reluctantly.

"So here's how we play it. You're all going to have wonderful, playful, enjoyable, great great sex with your partners."

The people were only half shocked. They were already naked and had been paired. Wasn't he going to do this to them himself ? What sick game was he playing?

"I give you ten seconds to start fucking before I start zapping..."

The anonymous call had come in to 911. Static and nothing else. It had come from the roller rink. The police patrol that had arrived had seen nothing, but been unable to enter. Then, they saw shimmering lights coming from the windows, green illumination. It had gone over the police band. Gem had heard; since it was her patrol night for that area, she was on her way. Because she could fly, she hovered over the building to try to get a look inside, but somehow the light from within was preventing her from seeing what was inside. Not too worried about what she might encounter, she focused her energy shard towards one of the upper windows. It shattered upon impact, vaporizing most of the glass shards into dust, just in case people were under it. Then, she flew in, and as she descended upon the scene, she froze in mid-air, stunned by the spectacle unfolding before her.

Out in the middle of the rink, an orgy lit in greenlight was happening. Everywhere she looked, partners were involved in an intense fucking session. She saw an elderly couple, she on her back, he on his knees, sliding into her while she held her breasts. She saw four couples lined up in a row, all four young women on all fours, with their partners ramming them from behind. She was a young girl (was she even of age?) giving a powerful blowjob to her mate. She saw one girl sitting on another girl's face while another young boy pumped in and out of the one on the floor. She saw a thirty something woman, arms holding her hair up, riding up and down a boy's cock. She saw more, but her mind couldn't process it.

As she tried to gather her wits, her force field failed and she fell hard, several metres onto the floor. She collapsed; the sound of her impact drew attention on her from the various partners, but they were so engrossed in what they were doing that they simply stared and kept at their business.

As she was about to rise, a whack came over her head, knocking her down and almost out. She saw a figure cloaked in green from the lighting above her. She turned her dazed mind to him, and saw the green speedo, the green boots... another whack beside the head by the rod kept her stunned for a moment. The GemStealer pulled her up.

"Hello Gem."

She could not reply.

"It's nice to finally meet you..."
"What...?"
"Questions? All right. I'll answer. I was born on a Saturday, it was cloudy. I like rainbows, butterflies and those little mints you find on the pillows in hotels. I wear fuschia only on laundry day and I never, ever, ever, put out on the first date. Well, maybe today..."

She barely caught his words. The twang of the rod against her head was still banging hard.

"What did you do to my force field?" she managed to stammer.
"I don't know. Did you lose it?"

From one of the male partners around him, an orgasm was heard, as he shot his load into his girlfriend's pussy. She moaned alongside him.

"Now that is just rude, not waiting for the others..."

He zapped the both of them. They collapsed on their sides, numbed by the pain.

"Pace yourselves everyone..."

He turned back to Gem.

"So... first date. What do you like? Flowers? No. Candy? Will make you fat. Chocolate? Well, maybe, but... I know! I'll offer you a treat!"

Pulling down his speedo, he popped his dick out – or what looked like on. It was actually green, not dyed, but actually the same color as his suit, shaft and sack, even the hairs. Before Gem could say or do anything, he pushed it inside her mouth. She was taken aback by the sudden pressure against her back throat, almost choking. He started pumping in and out. She tried to push him away; her consciousness was slowly returning. He zapped her sides; she jolted, and he jolted along with her.

"Ooohh... tickles..."

The zap stunned her again, and he continued what he was doing.

"Ahhh... yes... yes... first dates are the best... ah...."

As he kept pumping, he turned to the assembly.

"Come, my sweets. Come inside those pussies, explode those mouths, revel in the fun and games."

The action intensified. Moments later, more partners were achieving orgasm, crying out in pleasure and anguish. Gem could hear the sounds around her but nothing really processed yet.

At the last moment, the GemStealer pulled out.

"No... you don't get to take my gems just yet..."

He stepped away, letting her go. She collapsed to one side.

"That was beautiful. Best first date ever, don't you agree everyone."

Some of the hostages actually answered in the affirmative, not many but a few, still dazed from whatever had just transpired. This made the GemStealer giggle. He pulled his speedo up, covering himself again.

"It was a lovely experience, but I must fly... I'll call you later, Gem... Your number is still 911, right?"

He picked up the longcoat on his left arm, and raised the rod. It crackled, flying him away from the scene and into the opening Gem had earlier made in the ceiling. By the time she recovered and was able to fly and reactive her force field, he was already gone. She looked at the people - the victims around her - and wondered if the GemStealer was willing to go this far on a 'first date', what could he plan for their subsequent encounters? It made her squirm.

End part 2

****************************************************************

ALL OF MY GEMS, part 3

"That's right, it was green."
"Really. All green?"
"Yeah. Well, I couldn't really miss it, could I?"

Gemma was talking on the phone with Desiree the very same night, later, telling her about her horrid encounter with the GemStealer.

"I'm so sorry."
"The worse part is what he had these poor people do in front of each other. It was..."

The word she was thinking was 'exciting', but she knew that was an inappropriate response.

"...gross."
"Well, next time you run into him, call us. Get backup."
"If I can. What about you?"
"I'm dealing with issues. Tom."
"Your producer."
"Yes... I'm wondering if I should fire his ass for what he did. I know it wasn't because my ass was on the line. He took advantage, but he's got connections in the biz."
"Glad I don't have one of those..."
"Be safe, Gemma."
"You too, Desiree. Love you."
"Same."

They hung up at the same time. Gemma dropped her bathrobe and slipped into the bath. It was a shame that Desiree was so busy. She could have enjoyed the company. That GemStealer was something. This had all the makings of a trap, but had it been lain for her? Probably not. Any heroine flying in there might have fallen prey to his surprise attack. Why had her force field failed, though? It had not happened for a long time, not since Andromeda had rescued her from captivity and helped her train.

It had not been a glorious start. Barely able to fly, let alone control the force field, she had ventured out into the city to stop criminals. Her first outing, taking down random hooligans in some back alley, had gone splendidly. She had taken them into custody, received congratulations from the police force. She had tried again the next day with very different results.

His name was Barrio. He was a mexican drug dealer but, more importantly, he also dealt in human slavery. She had fallen upon his camp, empowered by her force field. They had shot small rounds at her and she had blocked them without any difficulty. Then, they had taken out the big gun. Heavy rounds capable of shredding a tank in half. Her force field exploded and she fell hard on the concrete. The thugs from the cartel had beat her up, then taken her to their leader, who had summarily raped her in every possible way, He had placed a collar around her neck (she would later found out what it was) and had sent her off to be shipped with the rest of the slaves. But her green hair, not to mention the fact that it became known she was a superheroine, made her famous in the slave circle, so she got passed around, used and abused by every miscreant who came into possession of her. After weeks of transit and abuse, she wound up in the harem of some middle-eastern dictator, where she became one of the girls. He had over three thousand of them, and had never fucked one twice. They all lived in a commune, and it was an orgy fest. He kept them drugged, hopped up on whatever substance was popular at the time, and his guards took turns with the women. The women took turns with the women. She was there, completely overrun by the need for sex, for four months, until Andromeda came in - captured as well. After the dictator had his way with Andromeda, he tossed her with the girls. But Andromeda was no slouch. She somehow managed to get her hands on a key to open the collar inhibitors. From there, it was a matter of ending the tyranny of the dictator, which they had done. Four months of slavery had helped save three thousand girls. It was unprecedented.

Getting back to Eve City, she had undergone major therapy to recover from her sex and drug addiction. Experimental treatments, electroshocks, even sexual therapy, in the end, it saved her. She had thanked Andromeda in many ways since then, least of which fighting alongside her.

Confronting and taking down Barrio had been the last step in her recovery. He was in a prison in Columbia, kept under tight security, hopefully for the remainder of his existence.

But seeing that orgy in the roller rink, seeing all that flesh, bodies intertwined, it made her sweat. It reminded of four months of unbridled pleasure. She knew that what the GemStealer had done was wrong, but closing her eyes, she could see the pleasure in the victim's faces as they realized what they were doing. She understood it well.

This was no good. She reached for the device on the edge of the bath and used it on her, to relieve the tension. It felt amazing. She could hear the moans of the people around her, and she was wishing she could have joined them. She fell asleep in the bath right after giving herself releasel; she woke when her mouth and nose hit the water. She rose from the bath, drying herself quickly, then headed for bed, where she slept all the way into the morning.

Sargeant Swanson was in the break room at the police precinct, listening to the idle gossip of his fellow officers, sipping his coffee. The morning run was always introspective as the night shift, coming to a close, talked about the crazy events of the previous night. On topic, of course, was the roller rink. One of the middle-aged officers was commenting.

"So my son, you know, he's like balls deep in this mature chick, fucking her good, enjoying it, when all of a sudden, that Gem girl, she storms in, all high and flying..."
"And?"

The guards were titillated by the story, eager to her the next.

"So my son turns his head, and there's this bright light from that criminal dude's staff... it arcs and blasts the chick's force field right off, and she falls."
"Really?"
"Yep... like he could cancel her like that."
"Pretty useful, if you ask me. I'd love to have me one of those next time I encounter one of those hero girls..."
"So what did you son do?"
"What do you think? He fucked that girl so hard she could barely walk when it was done."
"I mean about the hero girl?"
"Don't know. But my son, he's got this wicked scar, like a letter on his ass."

Swanson had heard enough. It was time to contact someone who would be interested in that information.

Gem flew into the open window at Orion Laboratories, where Dr. Samuel Hurt, a leading specialist on superpowers had set up shop to study the phenomena. He was the go-to-guy for everything concerning heroines, how their powers worked, their strengths and weaknesses, and affiliated indirectly with the MTD, doing analysis work for them on occasion. He did pro bono work for the heroines - after all, if his research could help the heroines fight crime across the city, if only made sense to donate his considerable wealth of knowledge to them. Gem landed near the stasis chamber, where superheroines sometimes came to heal after debilitating injuries. She had used it once or twice herself.

Dr. Hurt was a dashing man, well groomed, slightly tanned, who kept in shape. His sharp gaze was always a pleasant bonus whenever a heroine came to visit, even if it was always strictly professional on his part. He smiled at her.

"I know that look... What happened?"
"Someone turned off my force field, apparently."
"Ah. And you'd like to know how?"
"I'd certainly like to prevent it from happening again."
"Well, I don't about that, but we'll have to run some tests."

She acknowledged.

"You can enter the clean room, strip off everything, and lie down on the scanner."

She complied. She stepped into the hatch to the clean room. There was a locker where she could put all of her clothes. She stripped. Dr. Hurt moved away from the console and looked into the camera feed into the room. He shivered. Another naked heroine in his clean room... 

Pressure equalized, and she entered the clean room : a white circular space with a bed in the middle. There were multiple scanners built into the walls, designed to detect anything that could be relevant to meta genes. She lay down, her figure fully exposed for the doctor to see through the camera. He was recording of course... strictly professionally, he mused. He worked alone in his lab. The scan would take several minutes.

He pulled out his dick from his pants and staring at the naked form, he started jerking off. He could imagine all he would do to her, if he only had the courage. He did not last long. He shot his entire load into a receptacle that opened in one of the panels, seemingly designed for it, leaving no evidence of his deed. His session only lasted a minute or so, all the while, Gem remained on the bed, being scanned by the various devices. Relieved and satisfied, he tucked it back in, cleaned his hands and returned to the scanner, almost has if nothing had happened.

When Gem stepped out, she had put her clothes back on. They started looking over the results.

"So there's no genetic abnormality, no modification to your genome. Your energy levels are high. I can only speculate the individual has managed to capture the frequency of your force field."
"Can it be done?"
"Well, we have the data, but it's sealed. I will verify if anyone had access to it."
"Please."

The file seal was unbroken. No one had tampered with it.

"All right... can you do anything about it?"
"Perhaps, but only if I can get a direct reading from an exposition. I'm going to implant a small sensor in you. If he uses it again, we'll get data."
"All right. Like last time?"
"Yes."

She sat down on the edge of the check-up bed. He went into a small cabinet, retrieving a small vial that seemed to contain a microchip of some kind. She parted her legs, and moved the cloth away from her pussy. The doctor retrieved the microchip with pincers, then placed it gently at the entrance. It activated and slid into her, vanishing inside. She moaned as it made its way inside her, sending goosebumps all over her flesh. The doctor seemed to visually check that it had really gone inside, then told her she could cover herself again.

"Thank you doctor. I don't really look forward to getting blasted again, but it's for science."
"For science," he repeated.

She smiled at him, then took off as quickly as she had arrived. Doctor Hurt watched her fly away, strained thoughts in his mind.

"Someday, maybe they'll see me for what I really am..."

Gem was content with her choice. Swanson's revelation about last night's assault made more sense now. Cancelling her power using the same frequency. She understood music, so it made sense. Exposing herself to trouble again did not seem prudent, but what could she do different? This GemStealer character obviously was not done, and whatever plans he was having for a second date, they would not be pleasant.

***

In the university Gymnasium, two female basketball teams were playing each other. The East Eve Rockets were visiting the local favorites, the Bombshells. It was a grueling match, with the locals leading by a margin of 4 points. It was anyone's game. In the crowd, the fans for each team cheered on. There must have been at least eighty spectators, men and women, mostly young people. The timer was running down. There were only four minutes remaining to the game. Tension was high, and fouls were very near to happening. The crowd chanted widly at the anticipation of what was going down.

Suddenly, the lights across the gym shifted to the green, throwing off the game's ambiance and pace, as everyone suddenly stopped. The doors to the gymnasium, main and emergenies, closed down completely. A green energy was visible from beyond the openings.

From the crowd, a crackle of energy was heard, green sparkles flying, causing the people near it to panic. The GemStealer was there, smiling. Again, he lifted the rod into the air, and it pulled him above the crowd.

"Fret not, basketball fans, for you are about to witness the greatest bout in the history of the sport!"

By now, news of the roller rink incident of last night had already reached social media. A few people realized what was happening. There were a few cheers, but mostly shocked expressions.

"Forget the baskets, people, fans... this is about the girls, am I right?"

A few of the men in the crowd chanted in agreement with him. The players, however, were uncertain of what to make of all this. A coach called the GemStealer out.

"What are you doing here?"

His only answer was to zap him down. The coach collapsed, trembling from the shock, unconcious. Fear set in.

"I am throwing a party and a game. The best game ever... Lesbian ball!"

End part 3

****************************************************************

ALL OF MY GEMS, part 4

Flying over the city, Gem still had no real lead, but she knew somehow, the GemStealer would find a way to contact her. It was just a matter of time.

It was the middle of the afternoon, hovering over the harbor, when Gem's force field shimmered slightly. Quickly, fearing that it would collapse, she dove to the nearest roof. But it didn't. Instead, the force field echoed a voice, unfamiliar because of the tone, but the words...

"Sweetie! There you are. I've been looking everywhere for you."
"How... Where are you?"
"Waiting for you, silly girl? You're late for our date."

She pondered a moment, then realized what he was doing.

"You are channeling that energy of yours to resonate with my force field. A sound wave."
"Booorinng."

The force field flickered. How was he doing that from a distance?

"I'm at the gym, at the university, you know, the good one, not the crappy one. The Bombshells are playing some other team, I forget which. Come watch. Come alone."

The last words carried a thinly veiled threat. He meant business. She knew he was powerful. There was no option but to play along. She flew again, not as high as before, sticking to hovering over structures.

"You can enter by the roof. There's an opening for you."

She was nearing her destination. She slowed down and landed. There was actually a hole in the roof. She looked into the gymnasium but as before, the green light was impenetrable. She jumped in, controlling her descent, half-expecting what she saw. It was worse, even more than she had anticipated.

All across the fields, the basketball players were all naked except for their shoes and socks; they were all facing each other, linked by two-headed dildos, fucking each other silly. Around thirty girls, paired in two from the opposing teams, pushing the sex toys inside of them, some of them already exhausted from pleasure, but going at it nonetheless. The girls reached in to kiss, grope and caress each other as the ecstasy overtook them. An overwhelming feeling of desire erupted in Gem's mind, as images of the harem assaulted her.

But that was not all. On the side bench, the female referee was being fucked by one of the coaches, on all fours on the bench. He pushed into her without energy, his flabby gut constantly resting on her tight buttocks. She did not really seem to enjoy it much, but she submitted to it. The other coach was not far but on the ground, on his side, motionless.

The crowd was a different story. It was a pile up of bodies intertwined, dicks and mouths and pussies galore. The participants in the orgy used the steps for effect. The uneven number of male to female fans (there were actually more women in the audience) led to multiple threesomes and foursomes. Gem landed in the center of the playing field, her emotions completely ablaze. She turned around from the spectacle and saw the GemStealer, in his green speedo, staring at her, smiling and giggling.

"What have you done?"
"It's for you. I know you like this sort of thing... People are having fun... and no drugs this time. Just threat of bodily arm. I even brought all these toys for them to play with."

He pointed to the basketball players and the double-headed dildos.

"I have a few extra if you want to get frisky with any of them."
"You have to make them stop. Everyone, stop!"

She called out to them. Some slowed down, but they all continued. Once in the heat of passion, it was hard to stop. Gem's hands instinctively went to her breasts and inner thigh, despite her efforts to contain the emotion overwhelming her.

"Don't fight it. You want it..."
"You are wrong. This is wrong."

The GemStealer called out to the gymnasium.

"Tell me, is this wrong?"

The answer was a resounding 'no' from the vast majority of the people, those who were in a position to answer.

"They could stop if they truly wanted, but this is who they are and what they crave. I just let the monster out..."

The force field, still on, was flickering.

"Don't you want to have fun, Gem?"
"Yes..." she whispered, her willpower fading. "Yes I do."
"Then have fun. Indulge. Revel in it. I will watch. I will wait."

The force field vanished. Memories of her past overcame the remaining defenses inside her mind. She saw nothing but lust, lust and sex, and she wanted a part of it. She headed towards the bench where the overweight coach was still pounding the referee. She stopped what they were doing, got down to her knees, pulled him out of her and swallowed him up. The referee breathed a sigh of relief, but did not move for a moment. As Gem started blowing the man, the referee pulled down Gem's top, revealing her breasts. She also removed her own striped shirt and bra. She started kissing Gem's nipples, which made Gem squeal with delight. Pulling away from the coach, she turned the referee on her back, setting her on the bench, licking her nipples in return. She started moving down to her stomach, her navel and finally to her already wet snatch. She licked up what she could. Looking at the distraught coach, she pulled down the bottom half of her costume and presented her behind to him. He did not wait a second. He plunged into her with ferocity, and she dove into the referee with abandon, joining the chorus of orgy sounds, all under the silent but watchful gaze of the GemStealer.

The coach, almost ready, pulled out and shot his load against her pussy, not inside it. He pumped it back in after he was done, giving as many thrusts as he could before he could no longer continue. Gem provided the referee with an explosive reaction which sent her quaking from head-to-toe. Her two partners were done for, but Gem was nowhere near satisfied. As she looked up, she saw that many of the basketball players had also achieved orgasm, but she saw one, a blonde girl with no partner anymore (at least, no active partner), still rubbing her clitoris violently. Gem raced up to her, kissed her passionately. She grabbed the double-headed dildo on the floor, still wet from all the juices, slid it back into place. The basketball girl screamed in pain and pleasure. Gem positioned herself on the other hand, and she started grinding her way into ecstasy, taking the girl along for the ride.

About half of the participants were done for, exhausted from the effort as much as the stress, many having already achieved release. A group of six, huddled together, two men and four women, were still at it. They seemed unstoppable. Two of the lesbian tag teams had completely changed positions, one assuming a 69, the other having one girl behind the other rubbing her clit fiercely. And of course, Gem was making sure both she and her partner would not come out of this unsatisfied.

With loud screams and orgasms, the orgy ground to a halt as everyone, inexorably, including Gem, exploded in ecstasy. She fell backwards, still horny, the device still inside her, but drained of all motivation. 

The GemStealer walked around the room, admiring the awesome performance of everyone. He was so pleased, and he was sure they were too. He finally reached Gem, who was barely able to speak, let alone get up.

"You're... doing something to me..."
"Am I? I probably am. But what?"
"I... want more..."
"But the date is over, my sweet. I'm satisfied. I was hoping you were too."

He leaned in and kissed her forehead, then he pulled back, and flew away like before. She tried to stand but her legs were numb. She felt like throwing up, both disgusted and enthralled by the experience.

Her blonde partner crawled on top of her and kissed her mouth.

"Hello. I'm Jenny..."
"Jenny. I'm Gem..."
"I know... That was a blast. Never had sex with a superhero before. You have a number?"
"Sure..."

Before she realized what she was doing, Gem was giving the player her pager number, the one she used for Swanson.

"It's a... pager... You call, I come..."
"For a booty call."
"Yeah... yeah..."
"Awesome. You into groups too? You looked like you were enjoying the coach and the ref..."
"Let's talk about something else..."
"Okay..."

The doors had unlocked as GemStealer left, and the school security was pouring in, completely taken aback by the sight before them. Jenny gave a big hug to Gem who returned the favor along with a kiss. People started gathering their clothes - Gem recovered hers. The coach gave her an awkward look and said nothing, but the referee smiled at her.

"I'm Laura... that was something, right?"
"Laura. Hi."
"Hey yourself, gorgeous. I'm no lesbian but you can eat me out anytime... I'd love to return the favor."
"Well..."

Gem also gave her the pager number. Why not? She put her clothes back on. School security was walking towards her, but she was not in the mood for explanations. She hoped the encounter had allowed the sensor inside her to gather data that could help find a way to break the spell GemStealer had on her. Otherwise, she realized, she might end up fucking the entire city. She was already on her way, apparently. Still, everyone involved had also been branded... everybody except her.

She flew off, more resolute than ever to find a solution to her current predicament.

End part 4

****************************************************************

ALL OF MY GEMS, part 5

"I'm sorry, Gem. The data is still inconclusive..."

Dr. Hurt was apologetic. Although the sensor had registered all of Gem's biorythtms during the encounter (it was easy for the doctor to tell what had happened from the results), there was no sign of tampering with her energy field. There was only a slight variation when the villain had used the resonance to transmit sound via the force field, but nothing explained how he had achieved the result.

Gem was distraught. She wanted to call someone. Anyone. She wanted to share her troubles, but she also wanted sex. Desperately. Although Dr. Hurt was a great friend and scientist, he could not understand her woes in that department. He was too bland.

She thanked him. He promised to keep looking to see if he could find something more from the scans. She flew away through the window, leaving the doctor pondering the same questions as before.

Somewhere in a dark room, someone was typing on a computer. Giggle echoed into the room.

"This is going to be the best third date ever..."

A phone rang, an old rotary phone set beside the computer. The GemStealer picked it up.

"Hello."

The voice on the other hand was muffled by a voice changer.

"Do you have it?"
"Of course not. And I know it's you."
"You promised delivery by the end of the day."
"And I will keep my promise, but these things... you have to be patient, choose the right dress, call the right restaurant, invite the right people."
"Just get it done. I don't care how."

The line cut.

"These people are no fun. I could always... no. That's not me. I'm honoramable... horrimable. Drummable... Rumble?"

He paused, looking for the right word. He snarked.

"I'm a fun guy."

He went back to the computer, not bothering to put the phone back in its place, typing the e-mail he was about to send. He giggled some more.

Gemma was back at her place, back at the piano. It helped her unwind. It helper her think about anything but sex. Music transformed her, much in the same way her powers had made her a new person. What she needed right now was some quiet, away from everyone, away from villains, allies, lovers, friends... Only isolation would help her get through this personal crisis.

It was her therapists' words that haunted her : once an addict, always an addict. Doing good, fighting crime, that was a way to cope, but the sexual violence, that's what she indulged in, even though it was wrong, immoral and illegal. It was her own private hell, but she could keep Gem and Gemma separate. It was getting difficult somehow. Music was Gemma's thing. Music soothed her, so she played. She stopped to eat, she stopped to pee, and that was it. She had disconnected her phone and her pager, just in case someone called for... She also hoped that if she kept her force field off, the GemStealer would be unable to reach her through its resonance. It was the safe, logical bet.

There was a knock on the door. She cringed. Quickly, she reached for her black wig, making sure it hid all of the green hairs. She got up, walked slowly to the door. It was the mailman. A delivery error. A friend come by. It could be anything.

She reached the door and checked through the spyhole. She froze. Opening the door, she saw the GemStealer, standing there, all smiles. He knew. How could he know?

"Hello Gem. May I come in?"

He was not goofy. He was serious, calm, and non-threatening.

"Yes... quickly."

He had worn a black coat this time, and the rod he always carried was tucked inside it. She closed the door behind him. As soon as she did, she stared him down.

"Who are you? And how do you know my secret?"
"But Gem, I don't know your secret."
"I don't understand. This my home... Gemma's home."
"Yes. Gem. Gemma. Same difference. That's not the secret..."

She wanted to be defiant, but she was desperate for answers.

"Tell me why you're doing this to me."
"I'm doing this for you."

Again, an enigmatic answer. She made a move towards him. He backed off.

"My sweet, sweet Gem. I am not the enemy, I am only the truth."
"What truth?"
"I reveal what people want, truly... That's what I do for people."
"Is that how you organize these..."
"Parties? Yes and no. People are susceptible to a point."

She was calming down, eager to get this over with.

"You're here for our third date."
"Yes. Third and final date."
"You're not human, are you?"
"I wish I were... people like you make me wish I were."
"So what are you?"
"That is not the question I want you to ask."

She walked back towards the piano in the middle of the living room. She tapped a few notes. GemStealer listened quietly. She turned back to him.

"I love music. I love sex. I love... being Gem. These are my three truths, I think."
"Ah! But which do you love more?"
"Can't I love them all equally?"

GemStealer smiled at the comment.

"Innocence is precious, but love is fickle."

She sighed.

"About that date?"
"Yes."

He reached into his speedo and pulled out a small piece of paper. She took it with only two fingers, then carefully unfolded it. There was an adress.

"What is this?"
"The setting for our third date. You can head there now. Your surprise is waiting."
"What if I don't go?"
"You can stay here and play music, or you can go out there and play hero... It's your decision, really."

Gemma considered her options. There seemed to be others too, but they did not ring true. Somehow, GemStealer, whoever he was, had put his finger on the root of the problem, and she knew what her only course of action was.

She landed at the entrance to the warehouse. When Eve City was first founded, these buildings were used to store large machinery, then later airplanes. Finally, they had been abandoned, left in disarray. This one, however, had been repaired, or least patched. She turned down the force field, unsure of what awaited her inside the structure. To be certain, she was on a path of no return.

She cleared the door and entered the dimly lit open space. She felt movement in the shadows. She barely raised her guard.

Suddenly, the lights went up, and she saw them.

Swanson was on watch at the entrance to the precinct. The phones kept ringing, and the call handlers were extremely irritated, as if many of the calls seemed invalid. Always curious, he called out to one of the responders to inquire.

"What was that about?"
"Freakiest thing, man. We got people from across the city calling, saying their family and friends just gone and vanished."
"What?"
"Yeah... like..."

He checked his notes on the computer.

"We've got at least twenty missing persons, and probably more coming in."
"A crime wave of kidnappings?"
"I don't know... hey... that's odd. I've seen some of these names."

Swanson left his post to go check the computer.

"That's Dave's son, right?"
"Yep... and I recognize those other names. They're all the recent victims of crimes by that creep that goes after Gem..."

Gem looked across the room and recognized many of the faces (and bodies) among them. There they were. The older couple. The young man who had been with the mature woman. All of the young couples from the rink. The basket ball teams, all players, the coach, the referee, everyone in the crowd. Others too. A hundred or so people, all naked, all waiting for her. Her surprise turned to a grin.

The referee, Laura, walked up to her as the others looked on.

"We couldn't wait. This is your big day... your third date. We all wanted to be here, for you, to celebrate."

Jenny, from a little further, waved at her with a shy smile. Gem's heart bounced in her chest. With one move, she pulled her top off; she did the same with her bottoms. Even her boots, gloves and mask went off. She kissed Laura passionately, and everyone applauded.

She screamed at the top of her lungs:

"I am going to fuck every single one of you!"

Within moments, a hundred or so bodies were intertwined in a blur of flesh and emotion.

*** EPILOGUE 1 ***

The room was littered with the naked bodies of everyone involved. There were fluids everywhere, and everyone was completely drained, unconscious from the effort. It was impossible to tell which person had been with whom. The chaos of the encounter was truly apparent.

The police stormed into the building to find the scene. Reactions of horror and excitement ran rampant across the officers and detectives, as they attempted to figure out what had happened exactly to bring all these people, all the victims of the GemStealer, to this warehouse, for this obvious orgy. The smell of fluids was overwhelming. Paramedics arrived on the scene to assist, bringing in blankets, clothing and anything that could help. The strangest thing was, as the people were awakened, they felt no grief, stress or remorse, being fully aware of what they had just done and perfectly content with it. In fact, it seemed clear that many of them could maintain this lifestyle after the fact, as they were seen exchanging glances and numbers. It did not really matter who. Men with women, men with men, women with women, groups, whatever suited the specific fancy of each individual.

There was one question though that appeared common to the group, one they all asked at some point during their questioning : where was Gem? They were certain she had been there. In fact, the vast majority claimed that she had given them the best time of their lives. Her absence puzzled everyone. What had happened to the green-haired heroine?

*** EPILOGUE 2 ***

The door opened. GemStealer pushed Gem into the room, where the buyer was waiting. He looked up and smiled. Finally, he had her.

"Well, Stealer, you kept your promise. You delivered her to me and on time."
"Not before, not after..."

Gem was completely naked, however still masked, somewhat unresponsive, looking about the room, almost like she did not know where she was.

"I hope she'll be more interactive with the client."
"She will. Just get her started. Otherwise, she will sleep when required, eat when offered food and generally take care of her hygiene. Make sure to keep her well and safe, if you want to keep her for a long time."
"Does that mean no rough stuff?"
"No. She likes rough stuff. Just no real injuries, otherwise, she may break the influence."

The buyer grinned at the sight of her.

"Just one question, Stealer..."
"Yes?"
"How did you turn her from hero to sex slave?"
"I didn't."

The man leaned forward, not sure to understand what his counterpart was saying. Stealer giggled.

"I didn't have to. She's always been a sex slave."

The man finally got up from behind his desk. He walked up to the girl, admiring her features, her perfect skin. Of course, he personally had no interest in her, but there was a client who had been shopping for a specific piece of tail which Stealer had just acquired for him.

"And for payment? You said you'd tell me..."
"I already got paid, Kuoro. The Matarota clan has already rewarded me handsomely for my services."

As Stealer disappeared in a puff of green smoke, the leader of the Matarota clan contemplated the latest addition to his fan club. And this time, it wasn't a hooker pretending to be one, or a one-time deal like he had negotiated with Ricochet. No... this was true heroine, finally, at his beck and call, ready for any and all the needs of his select customer base.

****************************************************************

THE END... for now.

